English

Mathematics

Science

Computing

Pupils will be developing their
knowledge of biographies and
reference books. They will read
and discuss short biographies
before writing their own, and
explore reference books before
completing a fact file.

Pupils will be revisiting addition and
subtraction, using different resources
to support this. From this, pupils will
then develop their knowledge of
geometry and in particular 2D and 3D
shapes and their properties. After this,
we will be learning about measure –
mass and capacity.

Pupils will be developing
knowledge of chemical reactions.
They will describe different types
of chemical reaction; reactions
with metals and acids; how to
speed up reactions through a mix
of theory and practical activities.

In computing this Half term, pupils
will be focussing on ‘Drawing and
Desktop Publishing’. They will be
practising their graphic skills and
will learn to draw, group and
manipulate objects to make a
picture.

oHumanities

P.S.H.E
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Pupils will be focussing on Local
and then International Geography.
We will be exploring countries
within the UK, as well as capital
cities, rivers and flags. Pupils will
then research an international
country of their choice.

In PSHE this half term, pupils will
be focussing on ‘Managing Money
and Planning for the future’. Pupils
will be writing shopping lists,
calculating costs, creating vision
boards for their future goals and
plan how they will achieve them.
them.

Religious Education

Physical Education

Creative

Social Communication

Pupils will develop their
understanding of how sounds are
capable of provoking a variety of
associations, feelings and
sensations. They will also further
their knowledge of ancient
instruments that have been used
in religious festivals.

Pupils will be carrying out various
health and fitness circuits, even
designing and taking part in their
own. Following on from this
pupils will develop their
knowledge and skills in the sport
of dodgeball.

In Creative we will be learning
about Artists such as Da Vinci,
Kandinsky and Banksy, whilst
focussing on Observational
Drawing, Graffiti Art, Duplication
Art and looking at tone on 2D and
3D objects.

Pupils will continue to develop
their understanding of the way
countries are run by exploring the
history of British democracy
including Suffragettes, and the life
of Nelson Mandela. They will
further their knowledge of the
difference between civil and
criminal law in England.
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English

Mathematics

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/ar
ticles/zbj3sk7

Please use your login details to
access My Maths. Logging in to
play some of the maths games.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/ar
ticles/zs8strd
https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=bu1D2yo4h4M

Other homework’s will take the
form of worksheets sent home.

Science, here are some chemical
reactions…
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zq
d2mp3/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zy
psgk7
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zy
psgk7/articles/zwxhk2p

Computing
Practise these skills at home by
encouraging pupils to draw a
picture of the view from their
window on a drawing application.
Can they apply the skills they have
been taught in the lessons?

Humanities

P.S.H.E

Use Google Maps to explore your
local community, what can you
locate and identify? For
International Geography, choose a
country of interest to research.
Look at the flag, culture, language
and food.

Practise simple activities at home that
support managing money. A great
way to do this is by setting challenges
at meal times and writing shopping
lists. Find a recipe you would like to
cook as a family, budget yourself a set
amount and see if you can find and
buy all the ingredients within budget.

Religious Education

Physical Education

Creative

Social Communication

https://youtu.be/WabT1L-nNE?t=52

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/classclips-video/science-ks2-how-ourcirculatory-system-keeps-usalive/zhf76v4

Go for Nature Walks and explore
the Seasonal changes. Find a piece
of nature that inspires you and
practise some Observational
Drawings. Which elements of
Spring can you capture? Share
your work on Seesaw so we can
create a beautiful Spring Montage

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=yEctx9Co2eM

https://youtu.be/zxi47uOqSfs?t
=183
https://youtu.be/n2nREG_5Fzo?
t=4

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/t
opics/zpfkjxs/resources/1

Suggested
Homework – GW class
Spring ‘B’ 2022

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L
X1Ul0oX9DY
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topic
s/zjkj382/articles/zj3p8xs

